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AWS Elections Will
Be Held Thursday
Election of the 1958-59 officers
of the Association of Women Students will be held Thursday from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the recreation
hall, announced June Fritech,
president.
Every woman student is eligible
to vote upon presenting her activity card at the voting booth. Student teachers may vote by sending
written authorization and activity
cards by another woman student.
Candidates for president are
Mary Jo Aufderheidc and Donna
Remy. The candidate receiving the
second number of votes will serve
as first vice-president of the AWS,
and chairman of the Judicial
Board.
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Thought For The Day
Speak we>U of every on» If you
speak of them at all—Nona of
, us or* so very good.
\
Elbert Hubbard

REMY

Nominees for second vice-president arc Carol McEwen, Mary Lou
Reynolds, and Mary Ann Sockrider. The nominees for treasurer
are Barbara Mann, Sandra Barker,
and Kathleen Maher.
Other candidates are: recording
secretary; Carlleen Andestad, Sally Lund and Carol Vaccariello;
corresponding secretary; Diane
Winter, Judith Clemens and Jo
Ann Snmla; senior representative;
Brenda Boyee, Janet Fenwick, and
Virginia Weadock.
Junior representative; Alice
Saba, Judith Crockett, and Susan
Rautine; sophomore representative; Diane Armstrong, Patricia
Ayers, and Koreen Stahl.
Miss Aufderheidc is a junior in
the College of Liberal Arts. She
has served as sophomore and junior
representative of AWS and sophomore and junior representative to
Panhellenic Council. She has served on the Social Committee as
chairman of the social kitchen
and is a member of the Greek
Week Committee. She is a member
of Beta Pi Thcta, Phi Alpha Theta,
Sigma Tau Delta and Book and
Motor. Miss Aufdcrhcide is also a
member of the Lutheran Student
Association, Bowling Club, Workshop Players and is rush chairman for Alpha Phi sorority.
Miss Remy is a junior in the
College of Education. She has
served as corresponding secretary
of AWS and is treasurer of Alpha
Phi sorority. She was also president of Shatzel Hall her freshman
year. She is a member of Sigma
Alpha Eta, Treble Ckf Club, and
United Christian Fellowship, serving as chairman of Sunday evening
programs. Miss Remy is also the
Evangelical United Brethren representative to United Christian Fellowship. She was a counselor at
Harmon Hall last year.
Nominations for officers and
representatives of the upper classes
were made by a nominating committee consisting of the senior
members of the Legislative Board.
The members of this committee
were: Jo Ann Stewart, Susan Miller,
Christine
Skodlar,
June
Fritsch, Barbara Darcy, Paula
Dwyer, Carol Dahn, Barbara DeBoer, Janet Dick, and Marilyn
Rehor Woodruff. Members of the
Executive and Legislative Boards
will work at the polls.

Officer To Explain
Immigration Data
L. T. McCollister, regional immigration officer of the Immigration and Naturalization Service
will be at the University Thursday,
March 20, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
in 117 Administration Bldg. to
explain to all students who are
interested, the opportunities the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service has to offer to recent
college graduates.
In order to qualify for a position, applicants must be at least
20 years of age at the time of
taking the examination, be a citizen or owe allegiance to the United States, possess a valid driver's
license, and meet rigid physical
requirements.
Persons appointed in the Border
Patrol may be promoted to fill
vacancies in higher grades, not
only in the Border Patrol, bot in
other branches of the Service.
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University Players To Give Broadway
Hit, 'Teahouse Of The August Moon'
A Cappella To
Present Concert
The A Cappella Choir will present its annual Home Concert
8:15 Sunday, March 23, in the
Main Auditorium.
The Choir, directed by Dr. James
Paul Kennedy, chairman of the
music department, is composed of
200 select voices. This Home Concert msrks the final appearance
until next fall.
The program will be composed
of a variety of sacred, secular and
contemporary numbers. Motets will
include "Born Today," by Swellinck, "Starry Throne," by Handel,
"Exultata Deo,' by Scarlatti, "Sing
To The Lord," by Schutz, "Hosanna," by Lockwood, and "Sing In
Excelsis Gloria," by Pfaustch.
Three Stephen Foster Songs will
be presented. They are: "I Dream
Of Jeannie," arranged by Mr.
Kennedy, "Dc Camptown Races,"
arranged by Lynn, and "Old Black
Joe," arranged by Wagner.
A series of spirituals also will
he presented", several of which
will include, "Every Time I Feel
The Spirit," by Dawson. "Deep
River," arranged by Burleigh, and
"Exckicl Saw de Wheel," by Dawson.
"Area of a Regular Polygon,"
by Bryan, and "Anna Virumque
Cano," by Bryan, will be on the
program.

BG Far Ahead In
Faculty Preparation
Members of the the University
full lime teaching faculty for the
li»57-.r)8 academic term are considerably ahead of the national
average in the extent of preparedness for university teaching, according to a study made by university officials.
Bowling Green faculty members
with earned doctor's degrees constitute 54.2 per cent of the total.
A 1955 study by the National
Education Association indicated
40.5 per cent of the faculty members of f>37 colleges and universities had earned doctor's degrees.
The percentage of Bowling
Green faculty members with earned doctorates and terminal degrees
or certificates is 61.6 per cent.
These terminal degrees or certificates include Certified Public Accountant, Bachelor of Laws, Doctor of Judiaprudence, Master of
Fine Arts, and Master of Music.
Only 2.9 per cent of Bowling
Green's faculty has less than the
master's degree, while the national average shows 10.4 per cent in
this category.

BO Innovates
Insurance Plan
Two hundred ninety faculty
and administrative employees of
the University will be protected
under a new group insurance plan
which will go into effect April 1,
according to Dean Lloyd A. Helms
of the university graduate school,
secretary of the faculty.
The new policies include group
life, accidental death and dismemberment and major medical expense
insurance.
Only two of the 292 persons eligible for the insurance plan did
not elect to take it, Dean Helms
said.
The 290 persons signing up for
it represent sn increase of 132
per cent over the nurriber signed
up for the old insurance program.
The total protected under the old
group plan was 126.
Those eligible for the new program are in unclassified positions,
being employed for nine or more
months each year and paid in full
by the university.
Except in the case of two faculty
members on leave, the university's
old group insurance plan will end
when the new plan goes into effect. The two faculty members on
leave overseas will be covered until
October 1 under the old plan.
Both the new and old insurance
plans have been with the John
Hancock Mutual Life Insurance
Company.

"Teahouse of the August Moon" will open Thursday,
March 20, as the fourth major production of the year. Described as the most captivating and amusing comedy to appear on
Broadway in many years, "Teahouse" is directed by Dr. Donald
C. Kleckner, chairman of the department of speech.
The story pursues the career of an Army of Occupation
officers stationed in a remote town
in Okinawa. Captain Kisby, played by George Dunster, is in charge
of teaching democracy to the natives, and there is a stern and
comical Colonel Purdy, Rex McGraw, breathing down his neck
"Research" seems to be the
to insure the strict enforcement
key word for the production
of the Manual of Occupation.
of "Teahouse of the August
To help Flsby in his duty a
native, Sakinl, played by Doug
Moon." Last summer, weeks
Cotner, is placed in his command
of research on Japanese custo act as interpreter. But the
toms and countless newspaper
young officer has not prepared
himself for the charm of the peoarticles asking for help from people. Within a matter of days he
ple familiar with Japan finally
finds himself the owner of a Grade
ended in five, full-house perforA Geisha Girl, Lotus Blossom,
mances of "Teahouse of the Auplayed by Mary Hunter.
gust Moon" at the Huron Playhouse. This success helped bring
Troubles soon mount up. The
John Patrick's comedy play to the
materials sent to Flsby for the
University Theatre.
construction of a school are being
used to build a teahouse and in
An all out call was issued a
month before the Huron produc- an effort to improve the economy
tion for persons having knowledge of the village, he turns to selling
potato brandy, the town's princiof the Okinawan people and lanpal product, to all the surrounding
guage. Hundreds of replys were
received, each with conflicting Army and Navy Officers' Clubs.
views. Admiral Briggs. n naval of- The gala opening of the teahouse
is, of course, the moment chosen
ficer assigned to the Okinawan
by Colonel Purdy to make his inarea for some time, heard of the
dilemnn and drove to the play- spection of the village. The ensuing erruption Is volcanic.
house to see if he could help. A
Other members in the cast are:
Sandusky woman, who lived in
Louis Bove as Grcgovirh, Wanda
Okinawa for 10 years, was also
Chynoweth
as the Old Woman,
consulted.
Ruth Ann Johnson as the Old
Multiples of three, it seems, arc
Woman's daughter, Thomas Wolan ill-omen to the Japanese people
pert as the Ancient Man, Jack
and not to be outdone, the cast
Richert as Hokaida, Bert Konke
also had troubles with "threos."
as Omura, Vic McKiever as SuThe script called for six tea tables mata, James Delay as Sumata's
but alas this was not to be, a
father, Ralph Kister as Seiko, Jaquick change added one more
net Stash its Higu Jivcn, Larry
table. This solved the first prob- Henry as Keora, Douglas Kggleslem, but the second was still to ton as Oshira, and Ronald O'Leary
come.
as McLean.
The women villagers are played
The "Teahouse" script calls for
a goat and a jeep, very common- by Carol Quinbly, Rosemary Westfall, Sonia Bovier, Patricia Rodplace Items, but not so in this production. A stage-struck goat and gers, Jill Delchert, and Sharon
Mutzner.
hard liquor (coke) do not mix,
"Teahouse" was written by John
Dr. Kleckner discovered, as he
Patrick, based on the novel by
tried to tench this finicky female
Vern Sneider. During its extended
to drink out of a helmet and climb
run on Broadway, the play won a
up on a jeep. But this was not
number of awards including a
the biggest problem, the jeep prePulitzer Prize, Critics' Circle
sented bigger problems. To get
Award, and Antoinette Perry
the jeep on the Huron stage was
Award for the season's Best Per
quite a task and it will be a greatformancc (David Wayne as Saker task to get the jeep on the Uniinl).
versity stage. According to Dr.
The curtain time is 8:15 p.m.
Kleckner, the problem is still unin the main auditorium. Tickets
solved.
are now on sale in the Gate TheaA large percentage of the char- tre Box Office from 10 to 12 a.m.
acters in "Teahouse" are oriental,
and 2 to 4 p.m. Both general adbut the University cast is nonmission and student tickets are
oriental. The transformation of
available.
the fact takes an hour to two
hours, said Dr. Kleckner. The
make-up crew will bo kept busy
during the performances.

Research Produces
Authentic 'Teahouse'

Photo by Holler
THE SET FOR 'Teahouse" required HH ingenuity ID oid.r to construct an
authentic Japanese teahouse. Two member* of th. stage crew put the
finished panels in place In preparation lor the play which will lake place la
the Main Auditorium at ItlS pjn. Thursday. Friday and Saturday.

World Views
CAPE CANAVERAL, FLA.—The Navy launched a Vanguard
satellite Monday and the tiny test sphere whirled into orbit as radio
signals disclosed its path around the globe.
The White House announced the successful orbiting at 11:40 a.m.
(EST).
The 72-foot, three-stage rocket was fired from Cape Canaveral
at 7:16 a.m. (EST), after hours of final preparation hy a test team
that saw two identical missiles blow up last Dec. 0 and Feb. 5.
ROME—President Giovanni Gronchi dissolved the Italian perilment Monday to set the stage for one of the country's hottest election
campaigns in the postwar era.
Gronchi signed the dissolution decree after conferring with Premier Adone Zoli in the presidential palace.
SINGAPORE--The Central Indonesian government announced
Monday recapture of the big north Sumatran city of Medan, hut the
rebel regime at Padang disputed the claim.
PARIS—Gen. Lauris Norstad will fly to Washington next weekend to urge Congress to aid European allies to finance an important
new arms program.
WASHINGTON--The government invited American shipping firms
to submit "expressions of interest" in operating the world's first atomic-powered merchant vessel, the U.S. Savannah.
Compiled from the wires of the International News Service

Student Leadership Committee To
Hold Information Session Tonight
The Committee on Student
Leadership and Service will hold
B program tonight to acquaint
students with the opportunities
for campus leadership now existing
on the various University committees and boards, according to
Christine Skodlar, chairman.
The program, "For Your Information," will he held from K p.m.
to 9:30 p.m. in the Shatzcl Dining
Hall.
The committee has invited organization presidents, counselors,
students applying for committee
membership, and students who
have been recommended for committee work, Miss Skodlar said.
However, she added, anyone who

is interested may attend the meeting.
The meeting will have three general goals, she explained: to explain to students involved or interested in campus leadership how
the positions of leadership are
filled; to outline functions and
make-up of University committees and boards to which students
may be appointed; and to stimulate interest of qualified students
in these committees.
Members of the Committee on
Student Leadership and Service
are Miss Skodlar, chairman, Ann
Blackmar, Dean Arch B. Conklin,
Dean Florence Currier, Corwin
Hutchison, Carlos Jackson and
Miss Ann Potoky.

Queens Reign At Military Ball
Carole Gruetter and Judy Shroycr were selected as the Air Force
and Army queens at the annual
Military Ball held Friday night
in the Mens Gym.
Judy Beatty, Judy Davis, and
Carlleen Andstad were Miss Gruetters attendents, representing the
Air Force ROTC unit Barbara
Mellon and Beverly Wehr were
Miss Shroyer's attendents, representing the Army ROTC unit.
Eddie Kadel, from Dayton, provided the music for dancing with
Jeri Rene the featured vocalist
with the orchestra. Miss Rene is
to be on Arthur Godfrey's Talent
Scout's this May.
In keeping with the Old Time
Park Scene theme of this year's
Ball, the Gym was decorated like
a park. Kadel played from a circular bandstand with elevated
stage, there were park benches and
street lamps placed around the
dance floor, with stars and a large
globe being suspended from the
ceiling.
At intermission, Col. Fred W.
Seibert, of the Air Force, and Col.
Harry Myers, of the Army, presented the two queens with a bouquet of flowers and a trophy going
to each girl. Also at intermission
the Drum and Bugle Corp and
Drill Team of the Air Force
ROTC and the Pershing Rifles and

Dril Team of the Army ROTC performed in close order drill.
A large number of cadets of
each unit and many faculty members attended the dance with Dr.
and Mrs. Ralph ' W. Harshman,
honored guests.

Doug Cotner is the only student
to perform in both productions of
"Teahouse of the August Moon."
Others from the University who
took part In the Huron production
of "Teahouse" are: Jerald Banninga, Virginia Johnson, Phyllis
O'Reilly, James Overmyer, Michael Wise, Robert Kinstlc, John
Shipley, Margaret Eglar, Thomas
AlverBon, Carl Rectenwald, Frank
Glann, Janice Heinzc, Margaret
Loving, and Juliannc Woodley.

Photo br D.nlck.
AIH FORCE AND Army ROTC members chose as their queens Carole
Crueller and Judy Bhroyer. The two. along with ream hers of their courts, were
presented Friday night at the Military Ball.
From left to rival are Barbara Mellon. Pauline Gallo, and Beverly Wehr,
Army attendant*. Judy Shroyer. Army queen. Carole Gmetter. Air Force queen,
Judith Davis. Judy Beatty and CarUeee Aaaeetae. Air Force attendants.

University Players
To Observe Theatre
Month With Drama

As a contribution to International" Theatre Month, a world-wide
movement to promote international
understanding through the drama,
the University players will present "Teahouse of the August
Moon," in the Main Auditorium
from March 20 through 22, according to Dr. Frank L. Miesle, state
chairman of the theatre movement.
The movement is sponsored in
the United States by the U.S. National Commission for UNESCO,
the American Educational Theatre
Association and the National
Theatre Arts Council, publishers
of Theatre Arts Magazine.
International Theatre month encourages community, educational
and professional theatre productions of plays which demonstrate
such universal themes as human
rights, freedom of the individusl,
and moral and spiritual truths
which men of all nations share as
a common bond.
The UNESCO Committion is
composed of 60 representatives of
national voluntary organizations,
ten representatives of the Federal
Government, 15 of state and local
government, and 16 members at
large. National voluntary organizations represented on the Commission include such bodies as the
AFL-CIO, the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, the National Council
of Churches of Christ, and the National Education Association.

Editorially Speaking

At Last, Action!
It haa become increasingly apparent through the years
that if colleges and universities throughout the nation expect
to obtain and hold faculty members they will have to offer
monetary remunerations at least equal to those given by business. Yet, unfortunately, all that has been accomplished for
the most part in this respect is talk.
Recently, however, a move to institute action rather
than talk was announced by St. Joseph's College in Rensselaer,
Indiana which now boasts one of the best faculty pay scales
in the country.
Under the new salary scale which will go into effect
with the beginning of the 1958-69 academic term, all four
teaching ranks will receive an average increase of about
$1,600 per year. Full professors will range from $9,000 to
$15,000; associate professors from $7,000 to $9,600; assistant
professors from $6,000 to $8,500; and instructors from $5,000
to $7,600.
The wide range in each of the ranks allows the College
to pay more to the teacher with a Ph.D degree than it pays
to those in the same rank with only a Master's degree. The
over-lapping among ranks has been set up so the teacher
with a Ph.D in a lower classification falls within the same pay
range as the teacher in the classification above him with a
Master's degree.
Although the newly approved pay scale is considerably
above the average salaries offered by institutions of higher
learning, it is extremely obvious that if our educational process is to continue advancing we must have qualified teaching
personnel. And as mercenary as it might seem, monetary incentive is the one true criteria for obtaining such people.

Letters To The Editor
To the Edllon
"Freedom" is a loosely used
word. This so because to various
people it has different meanings.
Mr. Webster, in his renowned book,
lists several definations of this
intangible word, in a supreme effort to establish a definite conotation. One such defination listed is:
'ease or facility of movement or
action.'
Now we at Bowling Green like
to believe that we are comparatively free in our choice of action
here on campus, at least to a sensible degree. However, a proclamation issued recently has taken away
one of our dearest liberties on campus, that of visiting friends here
at school. The notice by the Dean
of Men stating that ail upperclassmen were not allowed in freshmen
men's dorms, four of them in all,
is to us a blow so staggering that
at first it was almost to hard to
believe.
The reason given for this action
was cited as: "due to disturbances
caused by upperclassmcn in freshmen dorms no upperclassmen, fraternity, or independent, may be allowed in the following freshmen
dorms,' and four of the freshmen
dorms were listed.
We don't know what the disturbances were; nor do we know
what the punishment is if a upperclassmen is caught in a frosh dorm,
but we feel that the Dean's action
is too severe and is uncalled for.
Must nine-tenths of the men on
campus suffer because of onetenth? Does the Dean feel that
this ruling is fair to the majority?
Why weren't the students, any students, asked to vote on this matter?
Speaking as fraternity and also
independent men on campus, we
feel that the ruling is unfair and
only hinders the progress of the
University.
Does our administration feel for
the other 90% of the men on campus, who can conduct themselves
in a mature way and have lost their
freedom of association?
Something is certainly wrong.
Leonard A. MtfJWaal
Ion J. Allison
Brace O. Bertach
Oule Neronl
la response to a NEWS Inquiry retarding Ihe above letter the following
tetter war. received horn Dean W. W.
Taylor. Jr.
To The Edllori

We have received several inquiries regarding the restriction
of upperclassmen from the freshman dorms. It is somewhst surprising that this information has
just reached the upperclassmen
since it has been in effect since
the opening of school in September.
Now let us be practical about
the entire situation. No one is
trying to destroy personal freedom, as some have suggested. The
basic philosophy of our residence
hall program falls into two main
sress:
1. To provide) the most optimum
academic climate for study.
2. To provide the best surroundings for living.
There are other factors that
enter into the picture, to be sure,
but these mentioned are most pertinent to the point in question.
If we are to maintain an academic climate which is quiet and
conductive to study, we cannot
have tile traffic and visitation from
outside the residence halis.
If the upperclassmen would take
into consideration the bask problem we have with the freshman

halls concerning the acoustics they
would realize the difficulty we
have in keeping the noise down.
With increased traffic, it would
be impossible.
I am also quite aware of the
actions of fraternities. I know
that freshmen are routed out of
bed at all hours for all manner of
tasks. As a freshman pledge, I
was subjected to such treatment
myself and I know how grades
and class attendance can suffer
as a result.
It is the responsibility of us
all to see to it that freshmen have
every opportunity to make the
grade their first year. Every consideration and opportunity should
be given them.
I want to be reasonable. I am
willing to meet the critics half
way.
Effective immediately all freshman residence halls will be off
limits to upperclassmen during
the hours of 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. Any
group such as a fraternity, club,
etc. who wishes to visit an individual as a group will make arrangements with the head resident for
the use of lounge areas. The practice of mass rnicls by any group
will certainly not be tolerated.
The daylight hours will provide
enough time for visitation.
W. W. Taylor. Ir.
Dean of Men
To the Editor:
The current interest in space
travel and similar technological
achievement has quite properly directed public attention to science.
We are earnestly examining our
educational system to see how our
scientific training can be improved.
No one can deny the importance of
adequate training in science, and
I am as eager as anyone to have
the best possible scientific training for our young men and women.
There is, however, some danger
that the praiseworthy efforts to
improve this type of education may
attract too much attention and
may leave relatively unnoticed
other educational problems of
great importance. A well-rounded
education system is our goal—not
a system strong In one field only.
Every study of children of school
age shows that our country has
many who suffer from handicaps
—deafness, blindness, cerebral
palsy and crippling injuries, to
mention a few. Many of these
children are unable to support
themselves and earn respected
places in our society unless they
have special training. If this
training is available they stand a
good chance of taking their place
in society alongside their so-called
"normal" companions.
John Beach

Stalin's Crimes Aired; &g£%[
To Display Nike
Red Support Declines
By JACK LOTTO

The bloody Soviet crushing of the 1956 Hungarian freedom uprising and Moscow's revelations of Stalin's crimes cost
the Communist movement millions of members and supporters
in the free world.
An International New. Service survey disclosed that
wholesale Communist desertions in the U.S., Europe and Asia
brought the Red parties to their
lowest point of influence and mem- fluence among their greatest supporters—industrial workers. In rebership In many years.
cent elections in northern factory
Ironically, the Communist part- districts, once considered Comies in the free world are beset munist strongholds, the Reds lost.
with seeming internal weakness
The defections of Rome Uniat a time when the Soviet Union—
aided by Sputniks I and II—is versity professors Mario Leporatti
strengthening its world influence. and Alberto Coracciolo helped
The "mass disillusionment" of speed up the slide. Forty of the
the party members has been dra- 142 Communist deputies up for
matized by the public resignations election this June may be dropped
of prominent Communist figures by the Reds because they have not
in the U.S., England, France and given 100 per cent support to the
Moscow line.
Italy.
Great Britain: The British ComBut experts, including FBI director J. Edgar Hoover, warn that munist party has suffered a 25
despite their steadily decreasing per cent drop in membership since
numbers, the Red parties now pose 1966. The latest figures released
more of a potential threat than by the Reds lists 26,000 for 1868
as against 34,000 when the Stalin
ever.
They attributed this to a rising exposure and Soviet repressions
public belief—helped along by became public knowledge.
The decline of approximately
the regularly announced defections
—that the Communist movements 9,000 members in 1956 and 1967
are now small, impotent and di- included more than 17 nationally
vided, and need not be feared or known union officials, and slowed
watched.
down Communist efforts to infiltWhat has been generally over- rate unions where it retains some
looked luis been the fact that the influence. The London Daily
Communist parties have now been Worker lost two well-known staff
stripped to the dedicated, discip- members: The popular cartoonist
lined "hard core" members ready "Gabriel," and the Worker's Budapest correspondent, Peter Fryer,
to do Moscow's bidding.
Following Soviet Boss Nikita who covered the Hungarian uprisKhrushchev's attack on Stalin in ing.
February, 19.16, and the Russian
Japan: There Is still much disuintervention in Hungary in Novem- nity and lack of leadership in
ber, lllfili, the World Communist the Japanese Communist Party,
parties split into warring factions. down from a peak of 100,000 to
The INS study showed those around 45,000. General public releaders who were critical of the action to Soviet actions in HunSoviet actions or who favored the gary was one of horror. The Reds
"nationalist" or independent brand lost no time in using Sputnik to
of Communism have been ousted. propagate the desirability of coGradually, all the Communist operating closely with a nation as
movements hnve come under the scientifically advanced as the Socontrol of rigid followers of the viet Union. The party propaganda
Kremlin. This means that the out- stress is now on winning recruits
wardly weakened parties, ridding and sympathizers from labor union
themselves of all the "doubters," ranks. The party newspaper, "Akeare now tied closer than ever to hata," whose top circulation was
200,000, is now down to around
the Soviet Union.
The shrinking of the Commun- 60,000.
ist parties has apparently brought
France: All signs show that the
with it changes in tactics also.
Communist party in France is unThe Redb are now operating dergoing an internal crisis both
more through Communist-domin- in leadership and membership. But
ated or influenced "fronts," and there is no indication of actual
seeking to set up "united fronts" weakening of the party as far as
with Non-Communist Socialist and the Pro-Communist section of the
liberal groups.
French electorate is concerned.
Here are reports from INS cor- The party was jolted when longrespondents around the world:
time sympathizer Jean-Paul SartIn the United States, the party re, famed existentialist writer,
membership Is down to an esti- broke "brutally" with the Commated 7,000 from its reported munists after the Hungarian re17,000 in the fall of 1956. At its volt. The secret, underground
peak, the U.S. party had 80,000 Communist network is now being
enrolled in 1944. Since the 20th strengthened on the possibility
Soviet Congress in February, 1956, some major crisis in North Africa
the battle within the party has may bring a sudden outlawing of
led to the folding of the Daily the party. The membership of the
Worker, and the resignation from party has declined in considerable
the party of such luminaries as numbers in recent years. Despite
author Howard Fast, National fights within the party, Maurice
Committee member John Gates, Thorez and his number two man,
and Daily Worker foreign editor Jacques Duclos, both wholeheartJoseph Clark. The Pro-Moscow edly devoted to Moscow, have refaction headed by William Z. Fos- tained command.
ter, chairman emeritus of the party, finally took complete control
at the end of last month by electing a new slate. It also approved
the Moscow resolution drafted by
12 Communist parties last November which asserts the Kremlin's
authority over ALL parties.
Italy: The Italian Communist
party—the largest Red group outside the Iron Curtain—has felt the
impact of the de-Stalinization program and Hungarian repression
425 E. Wooster Si.
the greatest. A total of 1,680,000
Communists renewed their party
cards in 1958, 355,000 less than
in 1966.
for
Its record membership was
2,570,000 in 1951.
Palmiro Togliatti, Red boss,
blamed the decline on "bad SoA Complete Selection
cialists" and "opportunists." The
Italian Communists are also sufof Party Needs
fering a tremendous loss of In-

Wooster Shop

Nick-O-Time
Jewelry and Service Shop
Phone 5341

Plates and Napkins

Don't waste your blood on the
highway! Give It to the blood
bank, sponsored by Alpha Phi
Omega, men's service organization. The blood bank will be held
in the recreation hall on Wednesday, March 19, from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m.
Students under 21 must have the
consent of their parents to donate
blood. The quota of last semester
was 125 pints. 106 pints were received, 19 less than the quota.
This semesters quota will be the
same, 126 pints.
Jack Biltner, president of A
Phi O, urges students to contribute to the blood bank, since the
need for blood is always urgent.

Bouifina Green State Uniwrsiti)
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Nnacy Ceetey _ Ass't Society
Kea lien*.
Roesr Smith
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Roy Daoa.l
Circulation Mono*er

Leitman's
Men's Wear

Clinic Announces
Final Polio Shots

147 N. Main S.t

Students who failed to get polio
inoculations last week will have a
chance to do so from 7 to 9 p.m.
tomorrow night at University
Health Service.
Both first and second shots of
the three-shot series will be given.
Dr. John H. Marsh, director of
the Health Service, stated.

ATTENTION

MEN,

FRATERNITIES
100% Wool, Navy
Blue Ivy Blazers

Official
Announcements

$22.95

The deadline date for application*
(or scholarships and grants In-alds Is
April IS. Anyone who now hoids a
scholarship or grant In-aid must reapply.
Application blanks are available In
the Student Financial Aid Office.

Special Prices to Fraternities
and groupe of six
or more.

All candidate* who expect to gradual* Juno 8. 1951. may bo measured
for their academic costume at the University Book Siore March 19-21.

THE WORLD'S
SMOOTHESTRICHEST
!■!>' 'OP II
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Paper Cups

166 S. Main

An exhibit outlining America's
main weapon of defense against
aerial attack will be displayed by
U.S. Army representatives from
the Bowling Green National Guard
Armory during Science Day Saturday, March 22, at the University.
All warning procedures Involved
in the firing of the Army's "Nike"
projectile will be exhibited. Named
•fur the Greek goddess of victory,
Nike is a supersonic anti-aircraft
missile operated by an electronic
computing system.
It is designed to Intercept and
destroy an enemy aerial target
regardless of any evasive action.
Radar and wizard-like electronic
computers are coordinated to guide
the missile to its target
Military authorities contend that
before long every major city in
America will be ringed by Nike
sites as many already are.
The exhibit, which will be set
up in the main entrance to Moseley
Hall on campus, will consist of a
large board showing the complete
network of warning devices prior
to firing a Nike. The display was
built by the Bell Telephone Company.
In addition, Amy representatives
will set up a "black box" for detection of flaws in metals. Also
on display will be an oscillograph
mschine which, authorities say,
will tape record a person's voice
and write the message.
Overman and Moseley Halls will
house the student's Science Day
projects. They must be ready for
judging by 9 a.m., according to
Miss Eloise Whitwer, associate professor of biology and Science Day
director.
More than 1,500 applications
have already been mailed out to
schools in northwestern Ohio, Miss
Whitwer stated. This is the same
amount that was mailed out last
year at this time even though the
district now numbers eight less
counties, she added.

A Phi O Blood Bank
To Open Tomorrow;
Quota Is 125 Pints

I I
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MALTS • SHAKES

VsL*

In a Variety of Flavors
Chocolate
Strawberry
Pineapple
Butterscotch
Maashmallow

Coffee
Lemon-Lime
Vanilla
Cherry Prom
Root Beer

Batterpecan
Banana
Cherry
Raspberry

Try One Today

Crepe Paper

Shakes 25c

Letter*

Malts 30c

Streamers

SPECIALIZING IN COMPETENT
AND FAST SERVICE
• Watches
• Clocks
• Electric Razors

• Cigarette Lighters
• Pens and Pencils
* Small Appliances

Poster Board

OPEN EVENINGS TILL

Dairy Queen
434 fast Wooeter

10 P.M.

All Work Guaranteed and Done on Premises

OPEN DAILY 12 NOON TO 11 P.M.

Sophomores Supply Tankers
With Additional Speed, Depth
By BOB GREENBOK5

Winning three first places
in the Mid-American Conference Championships are what
Ray Martin, Falcon sophomore freestyler, has said was
his greatest thrill in swimming. Ray took firsts in the 220
yd. freestyle, 440 yd. fieestyle
and the cruelmn 1500 meter freestyle.
Ray hails from Lincoln Park,
Michigan, where he swam for Lincoln Park High under coach Joe
Brodie. At Lincoln Park he won
three letters in swimming and one
in football.
He is a sophomore, 20 years
old, 5' 10", and weighs 165 pounds.
Last season Ray managed to have
his name written into the freshman record books no less than five
times. This season Ray has put
his name into the varsity record
books by breaking the dual meet
marks in the 220 and 440 yd.
freestyle. He was also a member
of the MAC relay record breaking
teams in the 300 yd. individual
medlay relay and 200 yd. backstroke relay.
While at Lincoln Park he was
co-captain of his squad along with
Jim Hart, another Falcon freestyler. Ray was given the honor
of being named to the high school
All-American team two years in
a row. Also while attending Lincoln Park his team won the state
title.
Ray feels the Falcons should be
as strong, if not stronger next
year with the addition of some
fine freshman and the returning of
Howard Scarborough.
During the summer months he
keeps in shape by holding down
a lifeguard job, as many Falcon
tankers do. He is a physical education major and a member of
Sigma Nu Fraternity. Upon graduation Ray hopes to become a
coach and instruct physical education. His hobby is coin collecting.
Determination, courage, and spirit all help to describe another
fine member of the Falcon swimming team, Howard Scarborough.
Howard, who was down with hepatitis for about four weeks went
to the MAC championships at Ohio
U. and broke the pool record in
the 100 yd. butterfly.
Swimming under Coach Don Andrews at McKenzie High School
in Detroit, Michigan, Howie earned three letters and was named
to the high school All-American
team. He alBo captained his squad
and was selected to the Detroit
All-City team.
Howie is majoring in art and
hopes to teach it upon graduation
from Bowling Green.
He has said that his greatest
swimming thrill came when he
swam on the relay team that placed fifth in the National AAU meet
at Yale University.
Standing an even six feet, Howie weighs 167 and is 19 years old.
He has one sister.
Howie was a member of this
years 200 yd. freestyle relay team
which took first place in the MAC
relays.

Registration Begins For
Women's Service Classes
Registration for the women's
service classes for the second half
of the semester will be March 18
and 19 from 10 a.m. to 12 noon
and from 2:30 to 5 p.m. in 303
Women's Bids. Students are requested to bring with them their
schedules and registration slips
from their former instructors.
Classes in golf, tennis, archery,
softball, and bait casting will reopen.

Starky Stalks
By Bob Starkweather
Jim Darrow, the Falcon sensation, has received recognition on
a number of the post season teams.
The little speedster was just nosed out by Wayne Embry, the Miami "Giant", for the coveted most
valuable player In the MAC award.
Jim was also named to the International News Service, All-Ohio
team, being refered to as a sophomore whiz, along with Cincinnati's
Oscar Robertson.
1'iirrow's name also cropped up
on the coaches All MAC team. Jim,
along with Embry and Marshall's
Hal Greer were unanimous selections.
On the National scene, Darrow,
along with Embry, Greer, and
Leo Byrd, were named to the United Press, honorable mention AllAmerican team.
Congratulations Jim.

• •

•

Ohio U. will start ice-skating
soon. The Bobcats have just finished work on a $360,000 indoor
practice building and skating rink.
Intercollegiate ice hockey is expected to start there in a few
years.

•
FHEESTYLEHS HOWARD SCABsOHOUQH and Bar Martta who an pictured
above won two of the lutrumenlal aioa who helped the K3 tanker, wta Ifcetr
ihlid iiKxeeelve MAC Hue ihu rear.

Keglers Season Nears Hot Toddies Continue
End As Castoffs Hold
Lead In Bowling Loop
The Castoffs, formerly the Sigma Nu fraternity, protected their
slim three game margin as they
swept three games from the Phi
Kuppa Psi team in last Friday
night's bowling competition. The
second place bowlers, the Kappa
Sigs, also took all three matches
as they outbowled the Sig Eps,
thus setting the third place team
ten full games behind the leaders.
In the only action of the night
that involved a change in the
standings, the Phi Taus shut out
the PiKA's in three games to enable them to climb into fifth place,
thus replacing the ATO's, who
were able to win only one of
three matches from the SAE's.
Some of the highlights of the
year concerning team and individual totals have been the following: The high score compiled by a
team in a three game series was
the 2560 total rolled by the Kappa Sigs. The Castoffs have the
second high total with 2512, while
the ATO's hold the third slot with
2464.
For the high team score of one
game, the order is the same as
above, the Kappa Sigs leading
with a 903 total, the Castoffs second with an 886 mark, and the
ATO's following with 870.
In the individual totals the high
three total is held by Ben Gilyon
of the Sig Eps with a score of
596. John Smolik of the Sig Eps
is close behind him with his total
of 592, and third high of the year
is Joe Montesano's 687.
The high single game total by
a bowler is held by Tom Edel of
Kappa Sigs as he posted a 247
game. Smolik again is second in
the totals as he rolled a 246 total.
Third is John Zitkov of the Castoffs, who tallied a 232 game.

Ca e Winnin
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The Hot Toddies of the MondayWednesday league arc the only
undefeated team left in the women's intramural*, having a perfect record of four wins for the
season. With the help of Gladys
Griesmer, who scored 22 points
and took high scoring honors for
the week, the Toddies trounced
Williams, 38-9. They also have
wins over L and W, Chi Omega,
and Ecila Tuorp.
Three other teams have Identical ,1-1 records to lead their
respective leagues. The Home Ecer's lead the evening league. Both
Alpha Gamma Delta and the Shooting Stars have 3-1 records to tie
for the Tuesday-Thursday league
lead.

• •

Coach "Andy" Anderson was in
Cincinnati over the weekend, taking in the high school tourney.
It was the first time that he had
seen Middletown's Jerry Lucas.
Andy, who is on the Board of
Directors of the NABC, will be
attending the meetings to be held
in Louisville, Ky., beginning tomorrow.
• e •
The hepatitis cases that have
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omiNoes
MASAH U.

Vain Cram

Men' overcoats and women's plain cloth coats
Beautifully Fanta-Sheen Cleaned
Regular
NOW
$150
p9c

•

• • •
Dick Chrider, coach of Miami,
which defeated Pitt and was downed by Kentucky In the NCAA post
season tournament, was quoted as
»«ying, "The win meant a lot for
the MAC."

• • •
Among the selections for the
second team, negro All-American
five picked by Sports Illustrated
magazine was Miami's Wayne Embry. Others on the team were Tom
Hawkins, Notre
Dame;
Gene
Brown, San Francisco; Jay Norman, Temple; and John Green,
Michigan State.
Forest Creason, Falcon golf
coach, says that the team should
be in good shape this year. Ed
Brideau was the only letterman
lost from last year's squad which
finished with a 8-7 record, was
third in the Ohio Intercollegiate
match, and finished third in the
MAC.

Lyons, Nehlen Win
IM Handball Crown
Sigma Alpha Epsilon's Bill Lyons
and Don Nehlen, went undefeated
to win the championship in League
II and the All-Fraternity Handball
Tournament March 12.
The Kappa Sigma team, composed of George Lynch and John
McNutt won top honors in league
I.
Lyons and McNutt were paired
off with Lyons winning the two
straight games, 21-17 and 21-7.
Nehlen topped Lynch 21-2 and 2111 to clinch the title.
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The Army-Navy field mept is
now tied, with both teams now
having thrown the shot-put into
outer space. Now the question
is, which team will be the first to
launch a coach. In due respect to
William Gunlock, we'll have to
say, "GO ARMY."

To« 1 arm OO lk« Hill
S*iiiw-Uf. Route 1 Po.

BOO-BOOS are a clown's beat friend. The clown in
question has a penchant for shining his shoes with
molasses, arguing with elephants and diving into wet
sponges. But he makes no mistake when it comes to
choosing a cigarette. He picks the one that tastes best.
He puts his money on the only one that's all fine, light,
good-tasting tobacco, toasted to taste even better. He
selects (The suspense is unbearable.) Lucky Strike! All
of which makes him a Brainy Zany! Quit clowning yourself—get Luckies right now!
«_

WHAT DOf$ A COU) «SH GETf

STUDENTS! MAKE *25 ^f3 n

HAMBLINS — Caretakers for your clothes

Our Big Coat Cleaning
Special- SAVE

• •

Frank Wade, the Falcon forward, was asked by Don Cunningham, BG athletic publicity director,
what he thought the All-Ohio team
would be. Frank wrote down his
selections, which were the same
ones that came out in the INS
poll Friday.

Several members of the health
and physical education faculty at
the University were elected to
state and national posts during the
recent Ohio Health and Physical
Education Conference held at Cincinnati.
Mrs. Amy Torgerson, assistant
professor of health and physical
education, was chosen chairman of
teacher education in Ohio, in addition to being selected state representative to the National American
Association for Health and Physical Education meeting which will
be held at Kansaa City.
Chairman of the international
relations committee was the post
given to Dr. Agnes Hooley, associate professor of H A PE. Dr.
Mary Watt, assistant professor of
II A PE, was placed on the state
legislative committee.
Miss Mary E. Whitney, assistant
professor of H & PE, was elected
president of the women's section
of the representative assembly of
the Ohio College Association.

icklers!

Women Invited To Join
In Trampoline Program
The women's health and physical education department is sponsoring a new intramural program
for trampoline which meets every
Friday from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the south gymnasium of the
Women's Bldg. All women sre invited to participate in the new
program.

• • •
The Falcons will send five mermen to the NCAA swimming meet
to be held at the University of
Michigan, March 27, 28, 29. The
five are Ralph Eakins, Ray Martin, John Thompson, Jack Michael,
and Don Worsfold.
The meet will be televised on
Saturday afternoon, the 29th.

• •

According to coach Warren Stellar, 40 men turned out for baseball practice. Among these are 13
pitchers and six catchers.
e • •
Along the same llne,have you
been in the mens gym any afternoon after 4 p.m.? It is one of
the most dangerous places on
campus at that time, with the
baseball team practicing on the
floor and track team running
around the Indoor track. A few
Sputniks have also been seen in
the rafters.

•

cropped up in the Falcon athletes
have been very minor cases. Most
of the men that were hampered
are now back in full gear.

Three Named To
HPE State Posts
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WHAT IS HOG HtSTOtY?

Do you like to shirk work? Here's some ea*y money
—start Stickling! Well pay $26 for every Stickler
we print—end for hundreds more that
never get used. Sticklers are simple
riddles with two-word rhyming
answers. Both worda must have the
same number of syllables. (Don't do
drawings.) Send your Sticklers with
your name, address, college and class
to Happy-Joe-Lucky. Box 67A. Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.
WHAT ft A SfOATf DfTCCTTVt?

WHAT'S A SWANKY HOC-OUT
•Ot GANGSTERS?

1-HOUR SERVICE
No waiting for coats I Our DOUBLE-QUICK service is included
at this special low price) when requested.

Hamblins Cleaners and Laundry
524 E. Wooster St

Phone 34673

We clean and launder on Saturdays

CLTSI OATHOUT.
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LIGHT UP A
*».«. T.CJ

DIASI ROSIRSON.
IOWA STATS

Dodgt Lodge

JONSST IURLO.

Softer Probtr

ST IICN-U'l COLL.

SMOKE -LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
Product of t%JjCuuka~ <fy<ux>e-&yu»tp -Jo&tt* it our middle name

Clubs And Meetings
CHAPEL TOPIC ANNOUNCED
"Life. Death, and Destiny" is the
topic which Phil llanni, associate
director of United Christian Fellowship, will discuss at tomorrow's
Chapel service.
Mary Ileth Smith will sing an
Easter hymn titled, "The Resurrection." The organist for the service, which begins at 3:30 p.m., will
be Janet Roomer.
SAINTS AND SINNERS MEET
The Rev. James Trautwein, vicar
of St. John's Kpiscopal Church,
will lead the discussion entitled "Is
Jesus Divine" at the meeting of
Saints and Sinners, Methodist student organization, Tuesday, March
18, at 7 p.m. in the Methodist
Church.
Peggy
Longworth, program
chairman, stated that students who
need transportation should meet
at the United Christian Fellowship House at 6:46 p.m.
MEDRANO TO SPEAK
Antonio Mcdrano, exchange student from Zarofosa, Spain, will
speak to the members of El Circulo
llispanico, the
Spanish
CluE,
Thursday at 7 p.m. in Studio B of
the Practical Arts Bldg.
After Medrano's talk, the group
will participate in their own
version of the television game,
"I've Got A Secret." Following this
will be a short business meeting
and refreshments.
JOINT BUSINESS MEETING
A joint business meeting between Geography Club and Gamma
Theta Upsilon will be held at 6:30
p.m., Thursday, in 209 Practical
Arts Bldg.
The movie "The Unchained Goddess" will be ahown at 7 p.m. The

The Car Dirty?
To do away with the traffic problem arising when men wash their
cars on Fraternity Row, a carwashing area hus been designated
by the Intvrfraternity Council for
nil men living: on the Row.
Tho area is located on the east
aide of the Fine Arts' Annex, Ron
Harmon, IFC secretary, has announced. Men living in the fraternity houses must wash their
cars only in this area. Water and
hoses arc being provided by the
University.

movie, through the use of animated cartoons and scientific film
sequences, explains the formation
and causes of weather conditions.
Future possibilities for weather
control are portrayed.
FACULTY CLUB TO MEET
Dr. Paul Runnings will speak
on "Study on Tconography" at
the meeting of the Faculty Club
to be held Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
the Fine Arts Bldg.
INDUSTRIAL ARTS SPEAKER
Dr. Louis V. Newkirk, director
of the bureau of industrial arts
und technical subjects in Chicago
Public Schools, will spcuk about
"Curriculum in Industrial Arts"
at 4 p.m. in Studio U of the Practical Arts Bldg.
Industrial arts teachers of
northwestern Ohio, who are members of the Midwestern Industrial
Arts Association, are invited to
hear Dr. Newkirk at 6:30 p.m.
thai night in Williams Hall.
ART GUILD TO ELECT
The Art Guild will have an
election of officers at its meeting
7:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 19
in the Fine Arts Auditorium, according to Carl D. Hall, instructor of art and faculty adviser of
the Art Guild.
Two films, "The Artist and Nature," and "Poster Making-Printing by Silkscreen," will be shown,
said Mr. Hall.
A PHI O BOOK STORE
The Alpha Phi Omega Used
Hook Store will be open Friday and
Saturday. All students who have
not received their checks are
asked to pick up their books at
this time. The hours arc 2 to 5
p.m. Friday and 1 to 5 p.m. on
Saturday.
SPRING CONFAB ATTENDED
United Christian Fellowship
members, Jan Diek, Judy Davis,
John W'inn, Robert Ijihr, Sylviu
Stroh and James Haskins will attend a spring conference on the
ministry at Colgate-Rochester Divinity School, Rochester, N.Y., this
week end, Phil llanni. associate director of UCF, nnnounced today.
WRA ELECTS OFFICERS
Elections for officers of the Women's Recreation Association weft
held Thursday, March 7, with the
following results: Jan Fenwick,
president; Brands Siegfried, vicepresident; Lorrfct ShattO, corresponding secretary; Jackie Blough,

recording secretary; Mary Ellen

THE HAT BOX
113 LIBERTY

Easter budget hats
for college girls
Be well dressed . . .
Wear a hat
I Blocks North ol Po.1 Offlc*

Ix'uty, treasurer; Dorothy Swaino,
social chairman; Judy Tieman,
historian; and Judy Cronk, publicity.
Jan Fenwick, Mary Ellen Leuty,
Lou Ann Sender, and Brcnda
Siegfrieil wero the University's
representatives to the Women's
State Intramural Conference, held
March 14 and 16 at the University
of Cincinnati.
The conference program centered
around the discussion of the solutions to college intramural problems.

Dispair Not, Students!
The Coffee Break Is
Really Here To Stay
By THELMA MADDEN

If someone asked you—
what does the student at the
University do with his time,
what would you answer?
You would probably answer
—he studies before tests and
on weekends when he doesn't have
u date, he goes to the football
and basketball games, he complains
about the long lines around the
beginning of semesters, he borrows money and clothes, he likes
pins, and he drinks coffee on coffee breaks.
Yes, the coffee break is typical of the BG student. Such
breaks arc taken at altruist anytime of day, under many circumstances in and out of classes,
and, strange though it may seem,
not olways with just coffee.
A recent survey showed that
the frequently frequented Falcon's
Nest sells to the coffee breaking
student body 2,000 cups of coffee
per day. The University Dairy,
Bar sells only 2li0 cups per day.
Do not dispuir for the Dairy
Bar, for theirs is indeed a strange
tale to tell. Kach day while the
Nest workers arc busily pouring
nut 2,000 cups of the black brew,
the Dairy Bar is quietly filling the
students with 100 cups of hot chocolate. Meanwhile back in the
Nest, 60 cups of hot chocolate are
being sold. So, you sec, your dispair was wasted!
Howling Green is not without
their tea totlers, either. Conformity is not prevalent on our campus-how can it he when 100 cups
of ten are sold each day in the
Nest, and between 20 and 30 cups
of tea are sold in the Dairy Bur.
Totuling these two sets of computations, one finds: 2,260 cups
of coffee, 120-130 cups of ten,
and 160 cups of hot chocolate ure
consumed by the patrons of the
Nest and Dairy Bar each day.
This vital information is not to
be too lightly disregarded. Next
lime you take a coffee break,
never fear thnt you may be alone
2,000 other people are engaging
in that same practice-the coffee
break is here to stay!

Scholarship Plaque
Awarded In Dorm
The presentation of the Harmon
Hull Scholarship plaque to the corridor having the highest accumulative point average for the first
semester of this year took place
Thursday, March 13, in the east
lounge of Founders Quadrangle.
The scholarship honors went to
the fifth floor.
Mrs. Norbert K. O'Donnell gave
a short talk on "Scholarship" and
then presented the plaque to Joanne Ssnda, representative from
the fifth floor. She also recognised Ihe 10 girls who had a point
average of 3.6 or better. Four
girls, Martha MeNutt, Miriam Ol>ermyer, Sue Sehoenherger, and
Sibyl Wcntling, were honored for
having straight A averages.

President Begins Duties
Jean MeCutchcon took over her
duties as the new president of
Harmon Hall last Wednesday, by
presiding over the weekly house
hoard meeting.
The new corridor representatives are Sue Williston, ground; Beverly Shoop, second; Joyce Frost,
third; Diane llorella, fourth; and
Sybil Sharpe, fifth.

segalls
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Spring Dance Needn't Resemble Tomorrow s Car
A Waiters' Convention, Go Light Has No Wheels
■r DAHIELL GAHWOOD

By FRANK SNYDEH

(INS)—'Two of the most interesting types of earth satellites—one that could map the world and one that would appear as a stationary object in space—cannot be launched from
this Florida east coast missile center.
The reconnaissance satellite must circle the North and
South Poles and the other the Equator. But because of its
geographic location, Canaveral
^^^~~"~"~~

(INS)—Sometimes the industrial designers who dream
up the cars of the future can
inadvertently level some devasting threats at the most
important segments of America's industrial economy.

cannot safely launch satellitebearing missiles in the direction
necessary to place them in polar or
equatorial orbits.
This fact appears likely to play
a part in shifting much of U.S.
space age leadership to the West
Coast.
A big five-year expansion announced by the Pentagon a month
ago for the Navy's Point Mugu mis"
sile center north of Los Angeles
will make that proving ground
much larger in area and equal in
manpower to the $350,000,000
('ape Canaveral range.
Theoretically, the two giant centers will be for different purposes
—Cape Canaveral to test experimental missiles, Point Mugu to
train missile combat crews— but
Florida leaders have been quick
to realize Mugu will compete in
the launching of the space vehicles
of the future.
Point Mugu's biggest advantage
is that it can fire due south without passing over populated areas
where the stages of multi-stage
satellite lockets must drop off.
Such a firing could create a manmade moon in a "polar orbit."
Cape Canaveral cannot launch
either due north or due south, and
in fact is confined to a fairly narrow southeastward range.
The Navy center could also support an advance-base operation
on one of the Pacific Islands near
the F.quator, such as Christmas or
Howlund, for the launching of a
satellite 'hat would parallel the
Kquator.
If the Kquatorial satellite were
at an altitude of 22,300 miles,
it would circle the earth once
every twenty-four hours. But since
the earth would be turning under
it at the same rate, this moon
would appear not to be moving at
all.
In every real sense, the satellite
would be stationary us far as the
surface of the earth was concerned. If solar batteries to provide
sufficient power were successful,
the stationary Btation in space
could be used as a communications
or television relay for half the
world.
The "polar orbit" is of more
immediate interest, since this
launching will probably take place
within a year or two.
A trans-polar satellite, due to
the rotation of the earth, could
examine every point on the surface of the globe once every day.
at an altitude of 1,075 miles, such
a satellite would complete an orbit every two hours. Kquipped
with u camera and transmitting
devices, the satellite could provide photographs of the entire
earth in 2,000-mile wide strips
once every twenty-four hours.

The skids were put under steel,
rubber and cement recently by
well-intentioned Detroit product
designer whose latest "car of
tomorrow' would be made of an
alloy-like magnesium or aluminum, have no wheels and need no
roadways.

Solo And Ensemble
Auditions Held Sat.
District One Solo and Ensemble
Auditions, which are sponsored by
the Ohio Music Education Association, were held March 15, in the
Hall of Music.
Approximately 1,342 junior and
senior high school students participated in the 587 events. There
were 305 instrumental solos, 96
vocal solos, 57 vocal ensembles,
and 139 instrumental ensembles.
District One is composed of Williams, Defiance, Fulton, Henry,
Lucas, and Wood Counties, according to Dr. James Paul Kennedy,
local chairman of the event
The 14 judges were selected by
the O.M.E.A., and represented the
Cleveland Schools, Capital University,
Baldwin-Wallace, Kent
State University, and Ohio Wealeyan University.

Home Ec Department
Plans 'Career Day'
A "Career Day" institute for
high school girls interested in home
economics will be held in Toledo
this Friday. The event will be
sponsored by the home economics
departments of this University and
the University of Toledo.
Miss Laura Heston, professor
of home economics, said that the
program is directed by the Toledo Home Economics Association.
"The theme of the institute will
be Key to Your Future," Miss
Heston added. "It will be held
from 2 to 5 p.m. in the Gas Company Bldg. Auditorium on Erie
St. in Toledo."
Junior and senior women from
both universities will act as ushers for £he event
The booth displays will cover
such fields as college, teaching,
dietetics, social work, extension
work, homemnking, research, and
institutional management. Each
booth will show how home economics can provide a key to a different future.
Slides taken in Toledo will be
shown to illustrate general home
economics, home economics and
dietetics, and home economics and
business.
Invitations have gone to the
students, faculty members, and
administrators of all high schools
within a 30-mile radius. Miss Heston stated that 500 attended the
last meeting of its kind.

Female Beliefs
On Short Skirts
(INS)—Everyone knows exactly what the male reaction is to the
new skirts that climb to knee level
—but what do the glamorous girls
think of them?
Five of Britain's prettiest young
film stars have nil voted in favor
of showing the legs for a change.
Saiil sultry Anne Heywood:
"I'm all in favor. It's time interest
was focussed on something other
than the eternal 38 inches."
Stunning Susan Beaumont contended that "If you're lucky enough
to have pretty legs, then it's a
waste to hide them."
Jill Dixon insisted that shorter
skirts are "perfect" for petite
charmers like herself. Every extra
inch from the floor seems to add
an inch to your height."
Lovely June Laverick, however,
sees short skirts aa an aid to good
grooming: "With knee - length
skirts you've just got to have impeccable shoes and stockings."
And Muriel Pavlow, another
star, likes them because "They
make me feel frivolous—which is
always good for a.girl's morale."

At a recent meeting of the industrial designers institute in the
Motor City, Cary Reynolds predicted:
"in 20 years people will be riding in the wheelless car and safety
will no longer depend on tire wear
and mad surface conditions."
Reynold's car will be "propelled
by ducted fans and maintain an
altitude of about two feet." It
conceivably could rise to heights
of more than 100 feet, but altitudes would have to be restricted
to prevent "hedge-hopping."
Oddly enough, Reynold's drawings of the "wheelless car" show
a rather conventional-looking automobile -minus its wheels.
But the Detroit designer has
dreamed up something quite unique. If he would only explain
how it's possible to take the wheels
from an automobile and still have
an automobile.
As most motorists know by now,
it's just a matter of economics to
interehange bodies and parts betwem different makes of automobiles manufactured by the same
company.
They've all been criticized for
Ihe practice and have naturally
tried to keep the "sameness" from
being too obvious. They do this
by varying some of the body stampings such as side panels and fenders and using different grilles and

trim.
Hoth pickups are credited with
providing SO per cent more load
space. Hut (!MC calls its new looks
"wide-side" while Chevy prefers

"smooth-tide." 81 y I e w i I e, that
seems to be the difference, but
the two trucks are considerably
"unalike" mechanically.

\MMi
WED&THUR
HE GAVE UP A GREAT
CAREERFORTHEGIRLHE
COULDN'T TURN DOWN!
He tossed
sway City
Hall and
the bright
lights for
tht love of a
beautiful star!

Court Fines 11 Students
Ronald Dimka was fined S25 for
non-registration in Student Court
Wednesday, March 12.
Nine more students were fined
for parking offenses before the
session was over.
Dale Huston was found guilty
of his third offense for parking
and fined $10. His car was suspended for two weeks.
Harvey Bibicoff paid s fine of
$3 for his second offense and his
car was suspended for one week.
The seven first offenders were
James Loinard, James Walters,
Louis Lorenzcn, John Kelly, Diniitrios Economides, Thomas Minarcin, snd Gary Whitbeck. Each was
fined $1.

Bowling Green's
Finest Dry Cleaning

FRI-SAT-SUN

Really Fast Service

rEATUSES— rri-lat. 7.30, l:M
Sunday t:M. «:1T. l:tl. 7|4T. •:»
ALL SEATS Sic

For the Best

Absent-minded ftofessar
Not so absent-minded when you fat
right down to It. He remembered the
most important item—the Coke! Yes,
people will forgive you almost anything
if you just remember to bring along
their favorite sparkling drink —ice-cold
Coca-Cola. Do have another, professor I

Quality Available

DRAMA AND THE BULL!

In The State

We are a branch of the
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MOVIE ABOUT BULLFIGHTING!
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SIGN OF G000 TASTE
lottlad under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

TOLEDO COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
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—FEATURES—
7:30-9:45

University Sets Up
Committee To Test
High School Seniors

Calendar Of Events Faces Smeared With Cherry Pie,
All Day
7:30- 7:50
7:30 7:50
3:30- 4:30
5:00- 5:20
10:00 p.m.
All Day
7:90- 7:50
3:30- 4:30
3:30- 4:30
3:30- 4:30
4:00- 5:00
4:20 5:00
5:00- 5:20
1:00- 7:00
0:30- 7:00
7:00 1:00
7:00- 0:00
7:00 1:00
1:30-10:00
7:00-10:00
7:00-11:00

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

pja-

p.m.
j>.m

p.m.
P-m>
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m
pan.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
7 30 10.-30 P m
1:15 10.00

All Day
7:30- 7:50
3:30- 4:30
4:30- 5:00
5:00- 5:20
1:13 p.m.
1:30- 7:00
•:30- 7:30
1:30- 1:30
7:00 1:00
7:00 p.m.
7:00 ore7:00- 1:00
7:00-10:00
7:30 DA.
1:00 p.m.
1:15 p.m

P in

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m>

Ii30- 1:30 p.m.
All Day
7:30- 7:50
7:30- 7:50
4:00 P m
3:00- 5:20
1:30- 1:00
7:00- 1:00
lilS p.m.

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

All Day
7:30- 7:50 a.m.
5:00- 5:20 p.m.
1:13 p.m).
1:00-12:00 p.m.
All Day
10:00 a m
1:00 5:00
1:00- 7:30
1:00 P.m.
1:30- 1:00
It IS p.m.
All Day
7:30- 7:30
3:43- 5:00
4:00 5:15
3:00- 5:20
•llS P m
1:45- 1:30
7:00- 1:00
7:30- 1:30
7:30-10:30

noon
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

T"*aday. March II
Art Exhibit 'lr M.mcmam"
Im. Arta Gallery
CCF Pray.r MttUsq
lUqhl Ant* Rooot Prout Chap«l
UCF Morning Meditation!
Prout Chap«l
UCF R.Ilqion Court*
Tin* Art. GalUry
CCF Prayor MtiUno
Right AnW Room. Proul Chap*!
Pi Kappa Alpha All-Campua Saronado
W.dn..day. March II
Art E-hlbll—"In M*i
Fin* Aril Gallery
CCF Prayer Mooting
Right Ante) Room. Prout Chapol
UCF Wor»hlp Sorrlco
Prout Chapel
Ntwman Religion Course
303 Administration Blda
Newman Reliqion Course
Practical Art* Aua.
Booh and Motor Meeting
103 Administration Blag.
Golf Club Meeting
100 Women's Dldq. or Golf Course
CCF Prayer Meeting
Right Ante-Room. Prout Chapel
Circle X Meeting
104 Administration Bldg.
Splashers Mooting
Natatorium
CCF Mooring
303 Administration Bldg.
tola PI Theta Meeting
301 Administration Bldg.
Insurance Club Lecture
Practical Arts Aua.
Orchesis Meeting
Elementary Gym
An Guild Meeting
Fin. Arts Gallery
Pi Kappa Alpha Pie-Eating Contest
Women's Gym
Swan Club Meeting
Natatorium
Kappa Delta Pi Meeting
Practical Arts Aud.
Thursday. March 20
Art Exhibit—'In Memories*"
Fine Art* Gallery
CCF Prayer MeeUng
Right Ant* Room, Prout Chapel
UCF Religion Course
Studio B
Men's Gyni
Volleyball Intramural*
CCF Prayer Mooting
Right Anto-Room, Proul Chapel
105 Administration Bldg.
Newman Religion Course
Proul Chapel
Christian Science Organliation Meeting
Quill Typo Meeting
200 Practical Arts Bldg.
Women's Intramural*
Women's Bldg.
Sola Pi Theta Meeting
104 Administration Bldg.
Newman Religion Course
303 Administration Bldg.
WRA Roller Skating Party
Alpha Epsilon Delta Mooting
300 Moseley Hall
Sola PI Theta Meeting
Fine Arts Gallery
Co-Ed Badminton Club Meeting
Women's Bldg.
Phi Delta Kap^a Mooting
UniversityTheatre Major Production.
"Teahouse of the August Moos"
Main Aud.
Tau Beta Sigma Meeting
200 Hall of Music
Friday. March 21
Art Exhibit
In Memoriam"
Fme Art* Gallery
CCF Prayer Meeting
Right Ante-Roont Prout Chapel
UCF Morning Meditation
. PrOUt Chapel
Bowling Club Meeting
Al-Mar Alloys
CCF Prayer Meeting
Right Ant* Room, Prout Chapel
CCF Mooting
Studio B
Jewish Congrogatlnn Meeting
Proul Chapel
University Theatre Major Production.
"Teahouse of the August Moon"
Main Aud.
Saturday. March 22
Art Exhibit
In Memoriam"
Fine Arts Gallery
CCF Prayer Mooting
Right Ante-Room, Proul Chapel
CCF Prayer Meeting
Right Ante-Room, Prout Chapel
University Theatre Major Production,
"Teahouse of the August Moon"
Main Aud.
PI Kappa Alpha Dream Girl All-Campus Dance
Women's Gym
Sunday, March 23
Art Exhibit—"In Memoriam"
Fin* Arts Gallery
Gamma Delta Student Services
Prout Chapel
Alpha Gammja Delta Bridge Tournament
Alpha Gamma Delta House
UCF Mooting
Elementary Gym
Lutheran Student Association Meeting
St. Mark's Lutheran Church
Gamma Delta Meeting
Studio B
A Cappolla Choir Concert
Main Aud.
Monday, March 24
Art Exhibit -"In Memoriam"
Fin* Arts Gallery
CCF Prayer Meeting
Right Ante-Room, Prout Chapel
CCF Meeting
Prout Chapel
Women's Intramural*
Women* Bldg.
CCF Prayer Meeting
Right Ante-Room, Proul Chapel
Newman Religion Class
105 Administration Bldg.
Sailing Club Meeting
203 Women's Bldg.
Kappa Mu Epsilon Help Session
J05 Administration Blda
Beta Alpha Psi Meeting
Studio B
Swan Club Mooting
Natatorium

Parking Meters Invade Campus
Parking meters are coming to
campus. According to John W.
Bunn, residential and plant operations director, 90 parking meters
of the type that arc used in the
town are to be installed behind
the University Union, between
Prout Chapel and Johnston Health
Service and the Union and Shatzel
Hall.
The meters, built by the Dual
Parking Meter Co., should be delivered to the University within
the next two weeks. They will be

installed as soon as they arriv<
but they will not be activated until
the Union opens in April.
The money collected from these
meters will be put into the parking fund, along with the money
that is collected from the car registration. The parking metered lot
will be primarily for guests and
visitors of the University and the
Union, according to Vice-President Ralph G. Harshman. The
parking area's intended use is that
of all-day parking, not parking
for an hour while going to classes.

Dream Girl Dance Mark Pi Week
The ten freshman finalists for the Pi Kappa Alpha
Dream Girl Contest have been chosen. Pete Gerace, general
chairman for PiKA's Pi Week, stated that after a formal dinner on Thursday night for the girls the members of the fraternity will decide upon the Dream Girl. She will be made
known Saturday night at the Dream Girl Dance.
Finalists for the contest are:
Judith Brock, Loll Dcmarr, Judith Donovan, Karen Hocglund,
Joice Howard, Mary Hunter, Jean
Lurch. Isabel Ortega, Alexn Kurker and Marilyn Kudy.
Pi Week officially opened Sunday, March 16 with a cannon shot
at midnight. Monday evening a
dinner was held at the PiKA house
in honor of all the sorority presidents.
This evening the fraternity will
hold its all-campus .serenade starting at !• p.m. Each girl's dormitory and sorority houso will be
serenaded and presented with a
cherry pie.
The Pic-Eating Contest will hallmark Wednesday's events. The
event will get underway at 7 p.m.
in the Women's Gym where each
fraternity and sorority will present a skit leading into the presentation of their representative
for the contest. Rotating trophies
will be presented to winning fraternity and sorority in the contest

English Profs Have
Articles Published
"The Classicism of Alberto Moravia", an article by Dr. Frank
Baldanza, instructor in English
at the University, was published
in the winter issue of the Modern
Fiction Studies Journal.
Dr. Baldanza joined the Bowling Green faculty last fall. He
was assistant professor of English
at Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, before coming to Bowling Green.
Dr. I*uis C. Rus, instructor
in English, has had an article entitled "Teaching American Poetry"
published in the last issue of "Dil
Ncuercn Sprachcn", a German
magazine.

as well as for the best skit. GcrHi-e mentioned that since automatic
late excuses will not be issued to
the women they should make plans
to sign out late from their dormitory, if they are going to attend.
The formal dinner for the finalists in the Dream Girl contest is
Thursday at the PiKA house; while
Friday at 0 p.m. in the Women's Gym, a basketball game between Gumma Phi Beta and PiKA
will take place. Following the
game a house party at PiKA will
be held.
Completing the week's activities on Saturday will he the Dream
Girl dance, scheduled for 9
p.m. in the Women's (iym. An orchestra from southern Ohio will
supply the music for dancing.
During the intermission the DISK
Dream Girl of Pi Kappa Alpha
will be announced and introduced
to the crowd.
All pies to be used during the
week are being donated to the
fraternity by Lynn's Pastry Shop.

IFC Telephone Listed
A telephone has recently been
installed in the new Intcrfratcrnity
Council office. The number is extension 328.
Tentative hours when the office
will be open have been set as 1:30
p.m. to 4:30 p.m., three days a
woek. These days have not yet
been designated.

Cooperating with the secondaryschool system of Ohio is the main
purpose of the University's High
School Scholarship Testa Committee.
||
Ralph Geer, assistant dean of
College of Education is the chairman of the committee which includes: James E. Hof, admissions
officer, Frank C. Arnold, the director of the Counseling Center,
Ralph Beck, professor of education, John R. Davidson, assistant
to the Dean, College of Business
administration,
Mearl
Guthrie,
chairman, department of business
administration, Dr. Agnes Hooley,
associate professor of health and
physical education, Harry Mathias,
associatte professor of mathematics, Dr. Alma Payne, associate
professor of English, H. Glendon
Stcele, assistant to the Dean, College of Liberal Arts, and James
Wright, asociate professor of psychology.
The purpose of this committee
is to cooperate with the secondary
school system of Ohio in the promotion of scholarship by means of
participating in the program of
the Final District-State Scholarship Tests.
The Final District-State Scholarship Testa arc a part of the
general program of testing which
is sponsored by the Ohio Department of Education. This is supervised by the Director of Scholarship Tests and an administrative
staff who are assisted in the formation of policy by an advisory
board. The advisory board at present consists of 12 members who
represent the five state Universities, the private colleges, and representatives from the county, city,
exempted village, and parochial
schools.

Sunshine Cure Needed
To Kill Flu Epidemic
A large number of students are
still coming to Johnston Hospital
for treatment of colds and flu.
Although the number is decreasing, Dr. John H. Marsh stated
Friday.
Dr. Marsh expressed his belief
that several days of warm, sunny
weather would break the existing
epidemic.

Sophomore R.O.T.C. Students:

MAJOR IN LEADERSHIP
with the Advanced ARMY R.O.T.C. course
If you are a •ophomore Army R.O.T.C. student, there are three
important reasons why you should accept the challenge of applying for the Advanced R.O.T.C.
course. As an advanced R.O.T.C. student, you will:

1. Learn to Lead
With R.O.T.C. you can actually take a course In
Leadership—a course that will prepare you to think
on your feet for on executive position, whether in
military or civilian life. In addition, you will get
practical experience in command responsibilities.

JUST ARRIVED
Large Selection of .. .

PALM BEACH
WASH AND WEAR SUITS

Ivy Style and Ivy Colors
Green, Brown, Gray. Blue and Tan

$39.95
Also...

Palm Beach Tropicals and Spring Weave
$45.00 to 57.95

2. Attain Officer's Rank
As an R.O.T.C. graduate, you will fulfill your
military obligation as an Army officer. You will
not only enjoy the rank, pay and privileges of an
Army officer, but will also have the satisfaction
of serving your country in an important capacity.

3. Receive Extra Income
With the Advanced R.O.T.C. course, you will qualify for a
subsistence allowance which comes to around $535 for the
two-year course. You will also be paid $117 for your sixweek summer camp training and receive a travel allowance
of five cents per mile to and from the camp.
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Elaborate Teahouse* Set Is Number 100 For Designer, John Hepler

tho actual sets for 'Teahouse of Ihe Auausl Moon" wore
designed and built. Hepler. whoso work has boon admired
lor many years, flrat cant lo tho Unlvsrslty In 1949.

DESIGNING HIS 100TH ML John Hepler. technical
director of ihe University Thsatre, puts Ihe flnUhlnq touchss
on lb* on* hall Inch to a loot scale model* from which
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THE BARE FRAMEWORK of 'TUby'i quartora" slowly
disappear* as Bobby Yackol and Hoplsr skillfully transform tho wood and choosocloth Into a dollcalo Japanese

house of silk and bamboo. Patience, understanding, keen
porcoptlon and Insight or* lust a few of tho nocossary
qualities for producing sots of such roallsm and boauty.

MOVING THE SET out of the "wings" and onto the
stage Nancy Holloway. left. Ian Baker, center and Dick
Youngs, far right actually seem to be enjoying themselves.

The basic construction completed, the set will now be
"dressed-up" with cheesecloth, silk, and bamboo, all so
fitting In the "old-style" Japanese setting.
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SPACING THE CURTAIN — Nancy
Gonlnsr carofully soparatos tho bamboo poles as the roadlss tho curtain
for cross-threading. This Is only one
of tho "minor" lobs so nocossary In
achieving the finished product.

Pholoa by Waynsen

BEAUTIFULLY BREATHTAKING THE "Teahouse" rests on a rlsed platform
as Hepler checks for flaws. The photograph, taken from high above the stage.
reveals the painstaking efforts needed to construct the set and capture such
perfection.

segalls
Across from new Music Building

STANDING AMIDST BAMBOO. Hepler talks over last minute details with
Dr. Donald Kleckner. 'Teahouse" director. The curtain, which contains more
than 190 bamboo poles. Is one of the three detailed eels Hepler designed to add
authenticity and realism to the forthcoming motor production.

PETTI'S

EVERY MINUTE DETAIL Is checked over and over again as Hepler applies
the finishing touches to one of the models. Even though the actual construction
Is almost completed the models are constantly checked to Insure the utmost
perfection.

WASH PANT SPECIAL
For a limited time only

Alpine Village Restaurant
117 N. Main St.

Need Greeting Cards?
Come in and tee our
assortment of
greeting cards for
all occasions
Choose from a wide
variety of the most
different greeting cards

Phone 30512

Offers you . . .

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

From 8 p.m. lo 12 midnight

WASH PANTS
WASHED AND IRONED

We Will Deliver...

40c

Pizza, Spaghetti, Gondolas Free
with every (ITS orders given
Single orders carry a 25c delivery charge
With every 5th order 1 small elie ptsxa will be given

segalls
Aero., fro. HW

MMIC

Snikfia*

With every 10th order 1 medium sis* pioa will be given

CALL 30512 FOR YOUR ORDER

COLLEGE LAUNDROMAT
115 E. COURT STREET

BOWLING GREEN

